Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the notion of A 1 -connectedness from the logarithmic geometry point of view, and develop a technique for producing very free A 1 -curves on quasi-projective varieties. We then classify all A 1 -curves on good wonderful compactifications, and study their A 1 -connectedness. Finally projective spaces are identified as the distinguished compactifications of affine spaces with ample log tangent bundles.
Introduction
Throughout this paper, we work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic char k ≥ 0.
1.1. Why A 1 -curves? The behavior of rational curves over projective varieties are intensively studied during the past decades. Rationally connectedness introduced and studied by Mori [Mor79a] , Campana [Cam92] , and Kollár-Miyaoka-Mori [KMM92] plays a central roll in the study of the geometry of higher dimensional varieties. Varieties that are (separably) rationally connected are proved to admit nice arithmetic properties over non-closed fields, such as function fields of curves [GHS03, dJS03, HT06] , and large fields [Kol99, KS03] . Following Iitaka's philosophy, the great progresses along this line naturally leads to the consideration of non-proper cases. Starting with a smooth quasiprojective variety U , it is natural to replace U by a pair (X, D) where X is a proper variety, and D ⊂ X is a divisor such that U = X D.
It is then natural to ask what are"rational curves" on a pair (X, D)? A crucial observation of Keel-McKernan [KM99] suggests that the right notion of log rational curves on log pairs should consists of the following two types of curves:
• A rational curve on a log smooth pair (X, D) is a morphism of pairs f : (P 1 , ∅) → (X, D), i.e., the image of P 1 avoids D.
• An A 1 -curve on a log smooth pair (X, D) is a morphism of pairs f : (P 1 , {∞}) → (X, D), i.e., the image of P 1 meets D exactly once at ∞.
While the first case gets back to the old notion of rationally connectedness, the second one is of different flavor, and is more involved. Luckily, the recent development of stable log maps [GS13, Che14, AC] provides a solid foundation for working with rational curves of the second type, which we call A 1 -curves. This will require such pair (X, D) to be toroidal or equivalently log smooth. This is the main focus here. The idea of A 1 -connectedness already has its application for even the study of type one rational curves -it plays a central roll in the proof of separably rationally connectedness of general Fano complete intersections over all characteristics [CZ] . Many interesting examples of A 1 -connected varieties with smooth irreducible boundary were provided there [CZ, Corollary 1.10]: Theorem 1.1. Given a log smooth log Fano variety (X, D) with D irreducible, (X, D) is A 1 -connected if (X, D) is A 1 -uniruled. Moreover, the latter condition holds when the normal bundle of D corresponds to a nontrivial effective divisor.
One major task of the current paper is to extend the above result to log smooth varieties with general boundaries.
1.2.
How to produce A 1 -curves? Let X be a log smooth variety. An A 1 -curve is a genus zero stable log map f : C/S → X with a unique contact marking and irreducible underlying domain curve, see Definition 2.2. Note that the image of f can lie on the boundary of X. This allows us to construct A 1 -curves from degeneration, and is really the advantage of the theory of stable log maps as we will see below.
The notion of A 1 -connectedness and some of its basic properties will be discussed in Section 2. Intuitively, a log smooth variety X is A 1 -connected if two general points of X can be connected by an A 1 -curve on X.
While the definition of A 1 -connectedness is very similar to rationally connectedness, the study of A 1 -curves is much harder than rational curves in at least the two following aspects. First, an rational curve on the underlying variety in general cannot be lift to an A 1 -curve. Second, the gluing of two A 1 -curves needs not to be an A 1 -curve any more. It turns out that the above two issues enjoys a nice solution in the presence of a center with good properties. For the first one, we have Proposition 1.2. Let X be a log smooth variety with a proper separably rationally connected center Y ⊂ X. Then
(1) there is a distinguished chart β : P → M Y ; and (2) a rational curve f : C = P 1 → Y can be lift to an A 1 -curve f : C/S → X if and only if c β (C) ∈ P ∨ .
The proof of the first statement is given in Lemma 3.11, and the second statement follows from Corollary 4.9.
The second issue is closely related to the existence of very free A 1 -curves and the A 1 -connectedness, which is our major focus. Analyzing the gluing of A 1 -curves leads to the following: Theorem 1.3. Let X be a log smooth variety with a proper separably rationally connected fully free center Y . Then X admits very free A 1 -curves with contact markings supported on Y .
We refer to Section 2 and 3 for the notations. The proof of the above theorem will be given in the Section 4.4.
1.3. A 1 -curves on sober spherical varieties. The class of projective homogeneous spaces with an action of linear algebraic group is a good source of examples of rationally connected varieties. They are Fano and admit globally generated tangent bundles.
In our study of A 1 -connected varieties, we would like to search their logarithmic generalization in the class of (not necessarily projective) homogeneous spaces. Such a homogeneous space G/H should satisfy the following:
(1) it admits a toroidal compactification as a log smooth pair; (2) it is log Fano; (3) the log tangent bundle of the pair is globally generated, i.e., log homogeneous spaces [Bri07b] . Fortunately this has been classified by Luna-Vust, Brion, and Knop [LV83, Kno91, Bri12, Bri07b] using the theory of spherical embeddings. Such a homogeneous space is called sober, and it admits the log smooth wonderful compactification (the underlying scheme of the compactification could be singular). Wonderful compactifications are the building blocks of the theory of spherical varieties, and they include the wonderful compactifications of semisimple groups and symmetric spaces [DCP83] .
Before state our results, we would like to emphasize one important feature of A 1 -connectedness. For many applications of rationally connectedness, one of the most important thing is to show the existence of very free rational curves. To exhibit a very free A 1 -curve will be still important, but not good enough in the theory of A 1 -connectedness. The first evidence is the fully freeness condition in Theorem 1.3, which will require the existence of free A 1 -curves touching the boundary in sufficiently many ways, see Definition 3.15. This will be crucial for Zariski density of integral points in [CZ14b] . Thus, it is important to classify all free A 1 -curves. Theorem 1.4. Assume that char k = 0, and X is the log smooth variety associated to a wonderful compactification of an open sober spherical homogeneous space G/H with G simply connected. Further assume X is good, see Definition 5.15. Then we have the following:
(1) Any log-admissible effective one-cycle on X with nontrivial contact order (resp., trivial contact order) can be represented by an A 1 -curve (resp., a rational curve) on G/H. In particular, NE(X) = NE A 1 (X). (2) The unique closed orbit is a fully free center of X. In particular, X is A 1 -connected. (3) The center of X is primitive if and only if X * (H) is torsion-free. In particular, when H is connected, the center of X is primitive.
Remark 1.5. The condition that X is good as in the above theorem is to guarantee the center Y contains a basis of NE(X), see Proposition 5.18. It contains many interesting cases, including wonderful compactifications of semisimple groups, and more generally spherical varieties of minimal rank [Bri07a, Res10] . We wish to study A 1 -connectedness for general wonderful compactifications by reducing to the case of this paper.
For possibly positive characteristics, we have Theorem 1.6. Let G be a semisimple linear algebraic k-group with arbitrary char k ≥ 0, and X G be the log smooth variety associated to the wonderful compactification of G. Let Λ R ∨ be the coroot lattice of G and C be a positive Weyl chamber of the root system of (G, T ) with a maximal torus T . Then we have the following:
(1) Any log-admissible effective one-cycle on X G can be represented by a free A 1 -curve on G. In particular, we have
(2) If further assume that char k ∤ |π 1 (G, T )|, then the unique closed orbit is a fully free center of X G . In particular, X G is separably A 1 -connected. (3) The unique closed orbit as the center of X is primitive if and only if G is simply connected. In this case, it is separably A 1 -connected in arbitrary characteristics.
The above two theorems will be proved in Section 5.5 and 5.6 by verifying the assumptions in a more general set-up in Theorem 5.14. While the study of A 1 -connectedness, we also provide some basic properties of wonderful compactifications from the logarithmic point of view in Section 5.2 and 5.3. These will be useful in our subsequent paper [CZ14a] . Remark 1.7. It is an interesting question to study when the conditions in Theorem 5.14 hold over positive characteristics. However, this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
1.4. Log smooth varieties with ample tangent bundles. Affine spaces is another example of homogeneous varieties we shall not neglect here. Recall that projective spaces are identified as smooth proper varieties with ample tangent bundles as conjectured by Hartshorne [Har70] , and proved by Mori [Mor79b] . Combining Mori's idea with the theory of A 1 -curves and KeelMcKernan's work [KM99] , we identify projective spaces as a distinguished compactification of affine spaces as follows: Theorem 1.8. Let X = (X, ∆ X ) be a log smooth projective variety such that (1) −K X is ample on the interior; (2) there exists a point x ∈ U such that for any A 1 or P 1 -curve f : C → X through x, the pull-back f * T X is ample. Then we have: (a) if there is an A 1 -curve through x, then X = P n and ∆ X is a hyperplane in P n ; (b) otherwise, there is a P 1 -curve through x, and X = P n with ∆ X = ∅.
In partucular, this implies that Corollary 1.9. Let X be a log smooth projective variety. If the log tangent bundle T X is ample, then X is isomorphic to the log scheme associated to either (P n , ∅) or (P n , D), where D is a hyperplane.
The proof of Theorem 1.8 will be given in the end of Section 6. When the underlying space X is smooth, a simple proof of Corollary 1.9 using the result [CP98, Theorem 1.1] can be given. So a major task in the proof is to pass from the singular case to the smooth case. Note that ampleness of −K X implies the condition ample on the interior, see Definition 6.1. However ampleness on the interior is invariant under logétale birational modification, which is the key to deal with the singular case. We hope the way Theorem 1.8 is stated makes this clear.
1.5. Notations. Throughout this paper, all log structures are assumed to be fine and saturated. We refer to [Kat89] for the basics of logarithmic geometry.
Capital letters like X, Y are reserved for log schemes. The underlying structure of a log scheme X and Y is denoted by X and Y respectively.
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Basic definitions
2.1. Notions of log maps. We first recall some basic terminologies of log maps, and refer to [GS13, Che14, AC, ACMW] for detailed discussions.
Definition 2.1. Let X → B be a morphism of log schemes. A stable log map over a log scheme S is a commutative diagram
/ / B such that C → S is a family of log curves over S as defined in [Kat96, Ols07] (see also [Che14, Appendix B] for a quick introduction), and the underlying map f is a family of usual stable maps to the underlying family of targets X/B.
For the rest of this paper, we will only consider the case when B is a geometric point with the trivial log structure. For simplicity, we may write f : C/S → X for a family of stable log maps over S. When S is a geometric point with the trivial log structure, we write f : C → X for simplicity.
Consider a geometric fiber f : C/S → X. For each marking σ ∈ C, we have a canonical map of monoids
We call c σ the contact order at σ. A marking σ is called a contact marking if c σ is non-trivial. Otherwise, we call σ a usual marking. Let X be a log scheme, and Γ = (g, n, β, {c i } n i=1 ) the set of data consisting of the genus g ∈ N, the number of markings n, the curve class β ∈ H 2 (X), and the set of contact orders {c i }. Denote by M Γ (X) for the stack of stable log maps with discrete data Γ.
Definition 2.2. An A 1 -curve is a genus zero stable log map with exactly one marking with non-trivial contact order, and smooth underlying source curve. An A 1 -curve can have arbitrarily many marked points with trivial contact orders.
An A 1 -curve f : C/S → X over a geometric point S is called free (resp. very free) if f * T X is semi-positive (resp. ample).
In general, consider a log map: f : C/S → X with a subset of markings P = {Σ i } i . Then f is called P -free if H 1 (f * T X (−P )) = 0, and f * T X (−P ) is globally generated.
We have the following analogue of [Kol96, II. 3.14]:
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a log smooth log scheme with dim X = r, and f : C → X be a free A 1 -curve. Assume the splitting type Definition 2.4. Let X be a proper log smooth scheme. It is called separably A 1 -connected (resp. separably A 1 -uniruled) if it admits a very free (resp. free) A 1 -curve.
Remark 2.5. The reader should note that the definition of A 1 -connectedness and A 1 -uniruled in [KM99] includes the case of complete rational curves in X • . However, we find it is more convenient to study the two cases separately, as they require different techniques.
For a log scheme X, recall that X • denotes the open subscheme of X with the trivial log structure. The following observation shows that the definition of A 1 -connectedness and uniruledness is intrinsic to the open variety X • . Proposition 2.6. Let X be a proper log smooth scheme. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is separably A 1 -uniruled; (2) there exists a family of 1-pointed A 1 -curves f : C/S → X such that the 1-pointed evaluation is dominant and separable. (3) there exists a flat family π : U → S of usual schemes with geometric fibers isomorphic to A 1 , and a separable and dominant morphism f : U → X • such that the geometric fiber f s : A 1 → X • is a proper morphism for each s ∈ S, When char k = 0, the separable conditions in (2) and (3) can be removed.
If further assume char k = 0 and k is uncountable, then X is A 1 -uniruled if and only if there exists an A 1 curve though general points on X.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) -(3) follows from the standard argument of [Kol96, IV 1.3] for the stack of stable log maps.
Notice that the stack of A 1 -curves in X has countably many irreducible components. The last statement follows from the same argument as in [Kol96, IV (1.3.5)]. ♠ Proposition 2.7. Let X be a proper log smooth scheme. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is separably A 1 -connected; (2) there exists a family of two-pointed A 1 -curves on X such that the two-pointed evaluation is separable and dominant. (3) there exists a flat family π : U → S of usual schemes with geometric fiber isomorphic to A 1 , and a morphism f : U → X • such that the geometric fiber f s : A 1 → X • is a proper morphism for each s ∈ S, and the two evaluation map
• is separable and dominant. When char k = 0, the separable condition in (2) and (3) can be removed.
If further assume char k = 0 and k is uncountable, then X is A 1 -connected if and only if there exists an A 1 curve though general pair of points in X • .
Proof. The statements follows from the standard arguments, see for example [Kol96, IV 3.4, 3.5, 3.7] ♠ Definition 2.8. A smooth usual scheme X • is called separably A 1 -connected (resp. separably A 1 -uniruled) if it satisfies Proposition 2.7(3) (resp. Proposition 2.6(3)).
Corollary 2.9. Let g • : X • → Y • be a finiteétale morphism of two usual smooth schemes of degree prime to p. Then any proper
Proof. The first statement follows from the prime-to-p part of the fundamental group of A 1 is trivial [Gro63, XIII.2.12]. The second statement follows from the first one and Definition 2.8. ♠
Curves on Deligne-Faltings log schemes
3.1. Effective curve classes in Deligne-Faltings log schemes. We introduce the following type of log structures which will play an important role in our construction.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a log scheme. The log structure M X is called a Deligne-Faltings (DF) log structure if there is a fine, saturated, sharp monoid P , and a global morphism of sheaves of monoids P X → M X := M X /O * X which locally lifts to a chart of M X . Here P X is the global constant sheaf of monoid with coefficient in the monoid P . We call P X → M X the global chart of the DF log structure M X . A log scheme X with a global chart is called a DF log scheme. For convenience, we may write P for the constant sheaf P X when there is no confusion about the space X.
Example 3.2. When X is a log smooth variety with simple normal crossings boundary, the log structure M X is of Deligne-Faltings type, see [Kat89,  Complement 1].
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a log scheme with a DF log structure M X , and a global chart β : P → M X . Then there exists a natural map of monoids
where q : M X → M X is the quotient morphism.
Proof. Note that (q −1 (β(δ)), hence its dual is an O * X -torsor, which corresponds to a unique element in Pic(X). ♠ Since Pic(X) is a group, the monoid morphism L β naturally extends a group morphism, which will be again denoted by L β :
Definition 3.4. Let X be a generalized Deligne-Faltings log scheme with a fixed global chart β :
This yields the morphism:
An effective curve F is β-admissible if c β (F ) ∈ P ∨ . Denote by NE β (X) ⊂ NE(X) the semi-group of β-admissible effective one-cycles on X, and by TC β (X) be set of total β-contact orders of β-admissible effective one-cycles, i.e., the image of the following map:
For convenience, we assume 0 ∈ NE β (X). Hence the semi-group NE β (X) forms a cone.
Remark 3.5. In general, the global chart of a DF log structure needs not to be unique, hence the contact order morphism (3.1.2) is not unique, see for example [AC, Section 3.5]. A canonical treatment of the contact orders has been studied in [ACGM] .
Nevertheless, the cone NE β (X) does not depend on the choice of global charts. To prove this result, we need the following:
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a log scheme with a DF log structure M X and a global chart β : P → M X . Assume there is another global chart β ′ : N → M X . Then there is a canonical morphism ψ :
Proof. Denote by δ ′ the generator of N. Consider the set Λ := β −1 (β ′ (δ ′ )). For each δ ∈ Λ, denote by D δ ⊂ X the locus where β(δ) is non-trivial in M X . Note that since β ′ is a global chart, M X,x is either trivial or isomorphic to N. Thus we have
coincide with the chart β ′ . Thus, denote by e = δ∈Λ δ. Note that this is a finite sum, since P is fine, saturated and sharp. We then obtain the morphism ψ : N = e → P as in the statement. ♠ Proposition-Definition 3.7. Let X be a DF log scheme with a global chart P → M X . The cone NE β (X) does not depend on the choice of the global chart β. We may thus write NE(X) and omit the chart β in the notation. The effective curve classes in NE(X) will be called log admissible.
Proof. Let F ⊂ X be an effective curve. Assume F is β-admissible but not β ′ -admissible for another global chart β ′ :
By Lemma 3.6, we known this is impossible if P ′ ∼ = N. We then reduce the general situation to the rank one case as follows.
For any element β ∈ P ′ , consider the submonoid N ∼ = δ ⊂ P ′ . Denote by
. Then Q is a fine, saturated, and sharp monoid. Denote by N δ the preimage of δ under the quotient map M X → M X . Thus, we obtain two global charts β Q : Q → N X and β δ : N → N X . Now the statement follows by applying the rank one case to the charts β Q and β δ . ♠ The major focus of this paper is A 1 -curves. For later use, we introduce: Definition 3.8. Let NE A 1 (X) ⊂ NE(X) be the set of effective curve classes of A 1 -curves. When X is of DF type with a global chart β : P → M X , denote by TC A 1 ,β (X) the set of β-contact orders of A 1 -curves.
3.2. Effective rational curve classes in the center. Let X be a log scheme. Then by [Ols03, Lemma 3.5] there is a canonical stratification {X λ } λ∈Λ associated to X such that (1) X λ → X is a connected locally closed subscheme with the pull-back log structure. (2) The sheaf of groups M gp X λ is a locally constant sheaf.
For later use, we use the letter Y for a connected center of X, and view Y as a log scheme with log structure pulled back from X. We observe that when X is log smooth, its center Y also has smooth underlying structure, see the construction in [Ols03, Lemma 3.5(ii)]. Definition 3.9. A center Y of a log scheme X is called of Deligne-Faltings (DF) type if the log structure M X | Y is of DF type.
For a DF-type center Y , a global chart
Note that the sheaf M Y is a locally constant sheaf of monoids. Thus if Y has a distinguished chart β as above, then β is an isomorphism of sheaves of monoids, and M Y is a globally constant sheaf of monoids on Y .
The following is an observation which follows directly from toroidal modification:
Lemma 3.10. Let Y be a center of a log smooth variety X. Let π : X ′ → X be any birational logétale morphism, and We are particularly interested in the following situation.
Lemma 3.11. Let X be a log smooth variety, and Y ⊂ X is a center of X. Assume Y is proper and separably rationally connected. Then M Y is a globally constant sheaf of monoids over Y . In particular the center Y is of DF-type with a distinguished global chart.
Proof. Let X ′ → X be a birational logétale morphism such that X ′ has simple normal crossings boundary. Such resolution exists over algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristics, see [Niz06, ACMW] . Let Y ′ ⊂ X ′ be a center over Y . Since X ′ has simple normal crossings boundary, the sheaf of free monoids M Y ′ ∼ = N k is a globally constant sheaf of monoids for some positive integer k. We next observe that total contact order of an effective curve in the center is invariant under logétale resolution.
Lemma 3.12. Let Y be a center of a log smooth variety X. Let π : X ′ → X be any birational logétale morphism, and Y ′ ⊂ X ′ is any center over Y . Assume there are two distinguished charts β : P → M Y and β ′ : Q → M Y ′ . For any effective rational curve f :
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram over Y ′ :
By (3), the bottom arrow induces an isomorphism P gp ∼ = Q gp . The statement then follows. ♠ Let Y be a DF-type center of a log smooth variety X with a chart β : P → M Y . Consider the subset C β (Y ) ⊂ P ∨ consisting of 0 ∈ P ∨ and c β (C) for any irreducible free rational curve C → Y . Since Y is a center, it is smooth in the usual sense. Thus any two free rational curves in Y can glued and smoothed out to another free rational curve in Y . This implies that Lemma 3.13. Under the above assumptions, the subset C β (Y ) is closed under addition.
Definition 3.14. We call C β the cone of A 1 -contact orders of free rational curves supported on Y . When β is a distinguished chart, we may use C(Y ) when there is no confusion about the chart β.
The following definition carries an important feature of the case with boundaries:
Logarithmic comb construction
4.1. Combinatorial obstructions. We start our comb construction for the case of simple normal crossings boundary. Let X be a log smooth scheme with simple normal crossings boundary D given by smooth irreducible com-
We view D, D i , and D λ as usual schemes with the trivial log structure, and denote by D † λ the log scheme over D λ with log structure M λ := M X | D λ . Construction 4.1. We assume that D λ ⊂ X is a center. Write n := |λ|. Let f : C → D λ be a usual stable map such that
(1) C = C 0 ∪ P 1 ∪ · · · ∪ P m is a usual prestable curve with a unique marking q ∞ ∈ C 0 . (2) C 0 is a smooth irreducible curve of genus g, and P i is an irreducible rational curve attached to C 0 at a unique node r i .
Remark 4.2. For the convenience of future use, we slightly generalize our discussion to the case with possibly higher genus handle. However, the major focus of the current paper will be the genus g = 0 case.
Our goal is trying to understand when f can be lift a stable log map to D † λ , hence to X. The first obstruction to have such lifting is on the level of characteristic monoids, which is known as the admissibility in the rank one case [Che14, Definition 3.3.6].
Denote by P := ⊕ j∈λ N j . Since X has simple normal crossings boundary, the log structure M X hence M λ are of Deligne-Faltings type. Furthermore, there is a distinguished chart (4.1.1)
which locally lifts to a chart of M λ over D † λ . We further assume that each copy N i corresponds to the log structure from D j . Write c i := c β (P i ) for each i, where c β is given in (3.1.2). Denote by {δ 1 , · · · , δ n } the standard generator of P . Then we have
To further proceed, we introduce the following:
Notation 4.3.
(1) For each P i we introduce the monoid P i ∼ = P with the set of standard generators e i1 , · · · , e in . Here the e ij should be viewed as the vertex element of P i corresponding to D j as in [ Note that the collection of monoids {P 0 , P 1 ⊕ N 1 , · · · , P m ⊕ N m } with the set of morphisms {φ i } forms a finite system in the category of monoids, denoted by Φ. Denote by induces a morphism from the system Φ to P . Since P is a fine and saturated sharp monoids, we obtain a morphism
By the choice of g i , for any δ ∈ P i we have g i (δ) = 0 if and only if δ = 0 in P i . This implies that χ For later use, we will identity the elements l i and e ij with their images χ i (e ij ) and Θ i (l i ) in M when there is no confusion about the monoid.
4.2. Lift to stable log maps. We adopt the notations as in the previous section.
Let C ♯ → S ♯ be the log curve with the standard log structure associated to the underlying pre-stable curve (C, q ∞ ). We refer to [Ols07] and [Kat96] for more details of the standard log curves. We may fix a chart
Using the canonical map ⊕ i Θ i : P ♯ → M and the chart β ♯ , we form a new log structure over S := S ♯ :
Note that the inclusion β : M → M defines a chart of M. Denote by S = (S, M). The morphism M S ♯ → M defines a morphism of log schemes
Denote by
where the fiber product is taken in the category of log schemes. We thus obtain the log curve π : C → S over the underlying prestable curve (C, q ∞ ).
We now need to construct a log map f : C/S → X. This amounts to construct the map of log structures:
Recall we have a standard basis {δ j } of P such that δ j corresponds to the divisor D j . For convenience, we may identify δ j with its image in f * M X when there is no danger of confusion. Denote by σ the local coordinate near q ∞ , and log σ the corresponding image in M C . For each node r i , denote by x i and y i the two coordinates of r i on C 0 and P i respectively. Let log x i and log y i be the corresponding images in M C . Choosing the coordinates properly, we may assume that 
determined by (1)f ♭ (δ j ) = e 0j + c ∞j · log σ at the marking q ∞ ; (2)f ♭ (δ j ) = e ij + c ij · log y i at the node r i .
Here we identify log σ and log y i with their corresponding images in M C .
Proof. It suffices to check the compatibility over the non-marked, smooth locus of C. One may then check that the compatibility is precisely the minimality of the monoid M given by (4.1.3). ♠ Denote by ψ X : f * M X → f * M X and ψ C : M C → M C the quotient morphisms. The inverse images T j := ψ −1 (δ j ) and
Lemma 4.7. To define a log map f : C/S → X withf ♭ described as in Lemma 4.6 is equivalent to have a set of isomorphisms of torsors
Proposition 4.8. There exists a stable log map f : C/S → X over the underlying map as in Construction 4.1 if and only if for each j ∈ λ, there is an isomorphism of line bundles
Proof. We notice that the restriction (T j )| C 0 is the torsor associated to
. Furthermore, the restriction (T j )| P i is the torsor associated to O P i (−c ij ), and T j | P i is the torsor associated to O P i (−c ij r i ). Since the curve C is a comb with P i ∼ = P 1 , the statement follows from Lemma 4.7. ♠ Corollary 4.9. Situations as in Construction 4.1, if g = 0 then the lifting f over f always exists.
Proof. In the genus zero case, the existence of isomorphisms (4.2.2) follows from the degree consideration. ♠
In general, we have 
Then there is an A 1 -curve f : C/S → X over f .
Proof. By Corollary 4.9, we could lift
Composing f ′ with Y ′ → Y → X yields the A 1 -curve as needed. 
λ be the log scheme associated to the pair
, where I(λ) is the collection of index i such that D i ∩ D λ is a smooth divisor in D λ . Let X ′ be the log scheme associated to the pair (X, D = ∪ i / ∈λ D i ). We learned the following lemma from a discussion with Professor Yi Hu.
Lemma 4.11. Notations as above, there is a natural exact sequence
Proof. The strict log map
On the other hand, there is an exact sequence
Tensoring with O D λ , we obtain the exact sequence:
For the term on the right, we have
To calculate the T or O X 1 (−, −), we take the resolution
Tensoring with O D λ we have the exact sequence:
Note that if i / ∈ λ, then we have
since they intersect transversally. If i ∈ λ, we have
Thus the arrow
We deduce
Putting (4.3.5) and (4.3.1) together, we have the following commutative diagram of solid arrows with the exact row and column:
The above diagram solid arrows induces the dashed arrow making the whole diagram commutative. This proves the statement. ♠
We next study the comb-smoothing technique under the logarithmic setting. Consider the following situation: Notation 4.12. Let f : C/S → X be a genus g stable log map over the geometric point S with contact markings q ∞1 , · · · , q ∞k such that
(1) C = ∪ m i=0 C i with smooth irreducible component C i ∼ = P 1 for i = 0, and a smooth genus g component C 0 . (2) For each i = 0, we have a unique node r i ∈ C joining C i and C 0 . All nodes of C are of this form. Let p i and q i denote the special point on C i and C 0 corresponding to r i .
Note that the third condition implies that there is a natural log map
over the underlying map f | C 0 . We further assume that c i ∈ N k is a non-trivial integral vector, and f is a local immersion away from the nodes and the contact markings.
Consider the following sequences:
, the above sequences governs the deformation of f and f i respectively. The assumption on c i and the local immersion of f implies that df and df i are surjective with locally free kernel N ∨ f and N ∨ f i respectively. We now consider the following commutative diagram:
where each rows and columns are exact. A local calculation at q i shows that Lemma 4.13. The restriction φ| q i is given by the (1 × |λ|)-matrix (− c i ). In particular, the vector bundle V ∨ is the elementary transform of the trivial vector bundle along the logarithmic direction c i 's.
4.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let X ′ → X be a logétale projective birational modification. Since X admits a DF-type fully free center, by Lemma 3.12 X ′ also admits a fully free center. Replacing X by a logétale resolution, we may assume that X has the normal crossings boundary. We then pick a very free rational curve f 0 : C 0 → Y . We may further assume that f 0 is an immersion by [Kol96, II. 1.8]. This can be achieved by for example replacing X by X × P 2 . Note that if we could construct the desired very free A 1 -curve in X × P 2 , then taking the composition with the projection X × P 2 → X will yield the desired very free A 1 -curve in X.
Since the center Y is fully free, we may glue teeth f i : P i → Y for i = 1, · · · , m to the handle C 0 such that f i is a free rational curve in Y with non-negative and sufficiently general c i as in Construction 4.1(3). Furthermore, using the product trick as above, we may assume that each f i is an immersion. This yields a underlying stable map f : C → Y as in Construction 4.1. We may pick an arbitrary smooth point q ∞ ∈ C 0 . By Corollary 4.9, we may lift f to a stable log map f : C/S → X. By Lemma 4.13 and (4.3.7), since the choice of c i is sufficiently general, and m is sufficiently large, we may assume that N f | C 0 is ample. Note that f * T X is semi-positive. Thus f is unobstructed. A general deformation of f produces a very free A 1 -curve.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Wonderful comapactifications
5.1. Basics on spherical varieties. Let G be a linearly reductive k-group. Let T be a maximal torus of G and B be a Borel subgroup containing T . For any subgroup H ⊂ G, denote by H u the unipotent radical of H. We write X * (H) and X * (H) for the character and cocharacter groups of H respectively.
Definition 5.1. Let X be a G-variety. The variety X is a (resp. separably) spherical variety if it is normal, and contains a dense open (resp. separable) B-orbit. A subgroup H ⊂ G is (resp. separably) spherical if G/H is so.
For the rest of this section, G/H will denote a spherical homogeneous space. We fix a point o ∈ G/H whose B-orbit is dense. We use X to denote a spherical variety which contains G/H as the open G-orbit.
For reader's convenience, here we collect a list of standard terminologies and results that are known to experts. Those might be found in standard literatures, see for example [Kno91] . (2) Let Λ := Λ(X) be the set of weights of k(X)
o . It is a finitely generated free abelian group. Its rank is called the rank of G/H. 5.2. Log structures on toroidal embeddings. The goal of this section is to define a natural G-equivariant log structure on toroidal spherical varieties and to find a good criterion for a spherical variety to be log homogeneous in the following sense.
is a log H-scheme if both the underlying scheme Y and the sheaf of monoids M admit an H-action such that the structure morphism
Definition 5.3. A log smooth log H-variety X is called log homogeneous if the morphism of sheaves h ⊗ O X → T X is surjective, where h is the Lie algebra of H and T X is the log tangent bundle.
The main result of this subsection is the following:
Proposition 5.4. Let X is a toroidal compactification of a separably spherical homogeneous space G/H. Assume all closed G-orbits of X are separable. Then
(1) the pair (X, X G/H) is toroidal, which yields a log smooth log G-variety X; (2) the log smooth log G-variety X is log homogeneous.
We first recall the following results on the local structure of spherical varieties. For any spherical G-variety X and any G-orbit Y ⊂ X, we define the open set:
X Y ,B = X\ ∪ D, where the union is taken over all B-stable prime divisors that do not contain Y . For (3), since we can G-equivariantly embed X into P(V ), where V is a simple G-module, it suffices to prove the case when X = P(V ) (not necessary spherical) and X Y ,B is the complementary in P(V ) of the unique B-stable hyperplane. This is proved in [Hur14, Proposition 1.3].
The statement (5) and the first assertion of (4) are proved in [Hur14, Theorem 1.4] (requiring M to be smooth is not necessary).
By (3) and (5), it is easy to see that there is a bijection between Beigenfunctions on X and A-eigenfunctions on M via restriction, which preserve the order given by inclusion of orbits. Then the second assertion of (4) follows. . Now consider the second statement. When X is smooth, this is proved in [Hur14, Thm. 1.8]. By further subdividing the colored fan of X, we may take a G-equivariant logétale birational morphism f : Z → X such that Z is smooth. Since the log structure is Zariski and f is G-equivariant, any closed orbit of Z maps isomorphically onto a closed orbit on X. Thus the G-action on the closed orbits of Z is separable. Since f * T X = T Z and toric singularities are rational, the projection formula implies that f * T Z = T X . This proves the statement of the proposition. ♠ 5.3. Global charts of wonderful compactifications. We now turn to the situation of wonderful compactifications. Let G be a semi-simple group, and H ⊂ G be a sober and separable spherical subgroup. Denote by X the wonderful compactification of G/H as in Section 5.1(10),(11), and (12). Since X is simple, denote by Y ⊂ X its unique closed orbit. We consider the following situation. We assume that Y is G-separable. Then we obtain a log smooth variety X = (X, M) with the G-action by Proposition 5.4. Denote by X 1 , · · · , X t the irreducible boundary components of X, and ∆ = {D 1 , · · · , D s } the set of colors. Let X • := X\∆ be the dense B-stable open subset, and X • the corresponding log variety. The stabilizer group of X • is a parabolic subgroup Q. Denote by P := V ∨ ∩ Λ.
Lemma 5.7. Assume Y is G-separable. With the same notation as in Theorem 5.5, for each B-eigenfunction f λ such that λ ∈ P , we have the following:
(1) f is regular on
In particular, we obtain a chart
Proof.
(1) is proved in [Kno91, Theorem 2.5]. For (2), it suffices to show that each B-eigenfunction is constant on Q u × {m} for every m ∈ M . This follows from the fact that Q u is a unipotent subgroup of B which only has the trivial character. ♠ Proposition 5.8. Assume Y is G-separable. There exists a global chart β : P → M induced by (5.3.1), whose restriction to the unique center Y ⊂ X induces the distinguished chart as in Definition (3.9).
Proof. We first notice that the sheaf of monoids M| Y is a globally constant sheaf of monoid in P . Thus, it suffices to construct a global chart P → M := M/O * . By Lemma 5.6, X is covered by {gX • } {g∈G} . For each open subset gX • , we construct the morphism P → M| gX • sending λ to gf λ similar to (5.3.1). To check this local morphism gives a global morphism from P to M, it suffices to show that gf λ and f λ differ by an invertible function on the common intersection. Consider the rational function gf λ /f λ on X • ∩ gX • . By Lemma 5.7, it has nontrivial zeros or poles only at the boundary divisors X i ∩ X • ∩ gX • 's. Since X • is normal, and each prime boundary divisor corresponds to a G-invariant valuation, gf λ /f λ is invertible on X • ∩gX • . ♠
The above global chart β is natural in the following sense:
Proposition 5.9. Assume Y is G-separable, and consider the morphism as in (3.1.1) L : Λ ∼ = P gp → Pic X induced by the global chart β. Recall that in this situation, the group Pic X is freely generated by the colors by Proof. The first statement follows from the proof of Proposition 5.8. Since each eigenfunction f λ has only zeros or poles along X i 's or D i 's, we have:
Thus we have the second statement. ♠ 5.4. A 1 -curves on wonderful compactifications. We next introduce two technique assumptions, which greatly simplifies the structure of the set of A 1 -curve classes on X. Later we will verify those two assumptions for a large class of interesting cases.
Hypothesis 5.10. There exists B-invariant irreducible rational curves
Lemma 5.11. Assume Y is G-separable, and Hypothesis 5.10 hold. For
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.9. ♠
We further consider the following:
Hypothesis 5.12. The opposite of the valuation cone −V is contained in the Q-cone generated by ρ(D i ), for i = 1, · · · , s.
Lemma 5.13. Assume Hypothesis 5.12 holds. Then the morphism L : Λ → Pic(X) is injective. Furthermore, the following are equivalent:
Proof. Since V is a strictly convex cone in N , see Section 5.1(11), the injectivity follows from Proposition 5.9, and the observation that the cokernel of −ρ| ∆ is finite. The rest of the statement is a direct consequence of the injectivity. ♠
We summarize the discussion as follows:
Theorem 5.14. Let X be the log smooth variety associated to the wonderful compactification of a sober separably spherical homogeneous space G/H with the unique G-separable closed orbit, see Proposition 5.4. Assume Hypothesis 5.10 and 5.12 hold. Then we have:
(1) Any log-admissible effective one-cycle on X can be represented by a free A 1 -curve on G/H; In particular, this implies NE A 1 (X) = NE(X), see Definition 3.8.
, then the unique G-closed orbit is a fully free center of X. In particular, X is separably A 1 -connected. (3) Furthermore, the center of X is primitive if and only if the cokernel of L : Λ → Pic(X) ∼ = Z ∆ is tosion-free.
Proof. Hypothesis 5.12 implies that both NE(X) and TC(X) are nonempty. Consider the first statement. For any element F = s i=1 a i B i ∈ NE(X), there exists a rational curve f : P 1 → Y whose curve class is F since Y is a homogeneous space. By Proposition 1.2, there exists a log map f lifting f as an A 1 -curve on X. Since by Proposition 5.4, f is unobstructed in the moduli space of A 1 -curves, f can be deformed to an A 1 -curve on X which intersects the locus with the trivial log structure. This implies (1). The second statement follows from the above argument and Theorem 1.3. Lemma 5.17. Let H be the spherical closure of H, and X ′ be the log variety associated to the wonderful compactification of G/H. There is a Gequivariant morphism of log varieties π : X → X ′ with the following properties:
(1) X ′ is smooth, see [Kno96, Corollary 7.6]; (2) Let Λ ′ and V ′ be the weight lattice of X ′ and the valuation cone of X ′ respectively. We have that V = V ′ and Λ ′ ⊂ Λ. In particular, π is a finite logétale morphism (or equivalently Kummerétale), and Proof. Consider the G-equivariant morphism π : X → X ′ as in Lemma 5.17. Notice that X and X ′ share the same valuation cone and the same set of colors via pullback. It suffices to check statement on X ′ , which is given by [Bri07c, Lemma 2.1.2]. ♠ Proposition 5.20. When char k = 0, we have the following short exact sequence:
Proof. The case when X is smooth is proved in [Bri07c, Proposition 2.2.1]. The proof for the general case is similar. Let ψ : G → G/H be the quotient map. The following short exact sequence in [Bri07c, (2.2.5)] still holds in our case:
Here the first term X * (B) B∩H is the set of weights of B-eigenfunctions on X, hence is Λ. The second term X * (B) × X * (B∩H) X * (H) is the set of weights of B × H-eigenfunctions on G. It is freely generated by the B × H-weight 
The proposition then follows. ♠ Proof of Theorem 1.4. The statements follow from combining Theorem 5.14 and Proposition 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20. Note that H is connected implies X * (H) is torsion-free. ♠ 5.6. Semisimple groups. We next turn to wonderful compactifications of semisimple groups. Let G be a semisimple linear algebraic k-group of rank r, and B a Borel subgroup containing a maximal torus T . Denote by E := X * (T ) ⊗ Z Q the Q-vector space with the Euclidean product (·, ·) given by the Killing form. Let (E, Φ) be the root system associated to (G, T ) with a the set of positive simple roots ∆ := {α 1 , · · · , α r } ⊂ Φ associated to B. Let Λ R be the root lattice generated by ∆. Let Λ R ∨ be the coroot lattice in E generated by the coroots
Let C + be the positive Weyl chamber spanned by the positive linear combination of fundamental weights. Denote by C − := −C + the negative Weyl chamber.
The group G is a separable spherical homogeneous space under G × G by (g, h).k = gkh −1 , because it contains a B × B − -dense orbit by Bruhat decomposition. Denote X G by the wonderful compactification of G and denote X G by the associated log variety.
Proposition 5.21. We have the following properties:
(1) Λ ∼ = X * (T ) and N ∼ = X * (T ) ⊗ Z Q; (2) V is the negative Weyl chamber; (3) the set of colors ∆ maps bijectively to the set of simple coroots under ρ| ∆ and the image of ρ| ∆ is the coroot lattice in N .
Proof. In characteristic zero, the first two statements were proved by Brion [Bri12, Section 3.1, 4.1]. Since Brion's argument only uses basic properties of spherical embeddings [Kno91] and the local structure theorem 5.5. Therefore we have (1) and (2) in arbitrary characteristics. For (3), it suffices to show the case when G is simply connected. In this case, we know that each defining equation f i of D i is a B × B − -eigenfunction with the weight (χ i , −χ i ), where χ i is a fundamental weight [BK05, Proposition 6.1.11]. Since Λ is generated by the fundamental weights and In this section, we fix a connected log smooth (possibly with singular underlying structure) variety X. Let r : Y → X be a birational logétale morphism of connected log smooth varieties with Y smooth. In particular, Y has normal crossings boundary. Denote by ∆ X and ∆ Y the boundary of X and Y respectively. Write
Definition 6.1. A line bundle L over X is called ample on the interior if L ∩ C > 0 for every irreducible proper curve C on X such that U ∩ C = ∅.
Lemma 6.2. If −K X is ample on the interior, then −K X ′ is also ample on the interior for any logétale birational morphism φ : X ′ → X.
Proof. This is follows from the projection formula and φ * K X = K X ′ . ♠ Lemma 6.3. Assume that −K X is ample on the interior. For any point x ∈ U , there is an irreducible rational curve Z → X such that x ∈ Z, and −K X ∩ Z ≤ dim X + 1, where the equality holds only if Z → X factors through U .
Proof. We first choose an arbitrary usual stable map f : C → X through x with C smooth and irreducible, hence a stable log map f : C → X. Taking proper transform, we obtain a stable log map f ′ : C → Y with f = f ′ • r.
Since r is logétale, we obtain:
By Mori's Bend-and-Break, there is a rational curve Z → Y through x with (−K Y ) ∩ Z ≤ dim Y + 1. Composing with r, we obtain a rational curve Z → X through x. Then we calculate
Here the equality holds only if ∆ Y ∩ Z = 0. This concludes the proof. ♠ A genus zero stable log map f : C/S → X is called a P 1 -curve if it has an irreducible source curve with no contact markings. The next result is due to . Here we slightly strengthen the result to fits our needs.
Proposition 6.4. Assume that −K X is ample on the interior. Then for any closed point x ∈ U there is a genus zero stable log map f : C → X through x, which is minimal with respect to a fixed polarization H among all rational curves in X, and satisfying one of the following properties:
(1) f is a P 1 -curve with deg f * (−K X ) ≤ n + 1; (2) f is an A 1 -curve with deg f * (−K X ) ≤ n.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, we choose an irreducible rational curve in X through x. We then have a genus zero log map f : C → Y . We may assume that deg f * H is minimal. By the usual Bend-and-Break lemma, we may further assume that (−K Y ) ∩ C ≤ n + 1. The size at a contact marking is the length of f * ∆ Y . We may assume that f achieves the maximal size at a contact marking among all such genus zero stable log maps through x.
Assume that f is not an A 1 or P 1 -curve. Let k ≥ 2 be the number of contact markings of f . We also mark one point t mapped to x. Let M be the moduli stack of stable log maps with discrete data giving by f . Note
We then calculate
where M(t) ⊂ M denotes the closed substack fixing the marking t. Thus the image of f moves fixing t → x. Since f is minimal with respect to a polarization H, we obtain a ruled surface π : S → B with B a smooth proper curve, a morphism h : S → Y obtained by deforming f , and at least three sections of π with one Σ 1 given by the marking t, and at least two other contact markings, write Σ 2 and Σ 3 with one given by the contact marking of maximal size. Since Σ 1 is contractible, it has negative self-intersection. Since S is a ruled surface, Σ 2 and Σ 3 have positive self-intersections. But the choice of maximal size implies that Σ 2 ∩ Σ 3 = 0. This is a contradiction, since the effective cone of S is two dimensional.
Finally the statement on the degree of f * (−K X ) can be deduced from the following calculation: Proof. The natural inclusion T Y → T Y induces the following exact sequence:
where T is a torsion sheaf supported on the contact marking. Since f * T Y is ample, the pull-back f * T Y is ample as well. By Proposition 6.4, we have deg f * T Y ≤ n + 1. Since f * T Y is ample, the splitting type of f * T Y then follows. The immersion follows from [Kol96, Chapter IV 2.11]. ♠ Take the stable log map f : C → Y as in Lemma 6.5. If f is a very free minimal P 1 -curve through x, then any deformation of f can not break or completely fallen into the boundary, as it is minimal, and through a point in U . Thus any deformation of f does not meet ∆ Y . Using Lemma 6.5 and the identical argument as in [Kol96, Chapter V 3 .7], we deduce that Y ∼ = P n . Then ∆ Y hence ∆ X is empty as any effective divisor in P n is ample. This implies that there is anétale birational map P n → X, from which we deduce that X = P n .
Assume f : C → Y is an A 1 -curve, and is minimal as in Lemma 6.5. The ampleness of f * T Y ∼ = (r • f ) * T X implies that deg f * (−K Y ) ≥ n, hence deg f * (−K Y ) = n by Proposition 6.4. We then calculate
This implies that f intersects ∆ Y transversally at the unique contact marking. We also observe that any deformation of f can not break or completely lie on the boundary. Thus, deforming f is the same as deforming the underlying stable maps, i.e. they are parameterized by the same moduli space. The same argument as in [Kol96, Chapter V 3 .7] implies Y ∼ = P n . The degree consideration implies that ∆ Y is a hyperplane in P n . Thus r has to be an isomorphism. ♠
